I. Introduction
The Thirteenth
Century was in but its second year when Fibonacci (or Pisano) proposed a problem on the number of offspring of a pair of rabbits, whose solution led to the sequence of numbers now named after him. There is reason to believe that Fermât derived many of his arithmetic theorems from a knowledge of recurrences and, certainly, his celebrated Last Theorem may be stated as a problem on sequences. Lucasf was the first to make any extended researches on sequences, establishing a great many properties of certain second order sequences. Carmichael [l] f in 1920 made the first attack on sequences in general, and established their fundamental property of modular periodicity.
This paper undertakes a general survey of the modular properties of linear recurring sequences, beginning from the results of a paper by H. T. Engstrom and two by Morgan Ward. § No problems on sequences are considered here which are not strictly modular, though questions on divisibility sequences|| and their remarkable factorization properties are closely related.
The mechanism which the author uses for examining the properties of sequences is an isomorphism between the set of all sequences satisfying a fixed recurrence and a polynomial ring of operators. The isomorphism is not with the abstract ring but with a particular realization of it, and this is not especially surprising as a linear sequence is essentially an exponential function. This isomorphism may be derived from the theory of generating functions, and includes the fundamental identity used in Ward [11 ] .
In Chapter II the isomorphism is set up and the basic properties of the ring are examined and their interpretation is given for the sequences. For example, the zero divisors of the ring correspond to the sequences which satisfy recurrences of lower order. * Presented to the Society, September 3, 1936 ; received by the editors August 27, 1937. f For the early bibliography see Dickson's History of the Theory of Numbers. X Numbers in square brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
Chapter III considers in some detail the periods modulus p',(j = i, 2, • ■ ■), of a fixed sequence and of all sequences. The structure of possible periods is thoroughly investigated and a method is given for its complete determination. The period patterns are shown to be dependent upon the ideal structure (or lattice) of the ring.
Chapter IV gives a similar dissection of the numeric patterns of sequences, and their relation to null sequences. Necessary and sufficient conditions that a sequence be null modulo m are found, and a very elegant criterion for "/>-adically null" sequences is given.
Chapter V treats some questions on the distribution of modular residues in sequences. It is shown that the internal modular structure of sequences is intimately bound up with residual groups. A diophantine equation on distribution numbers which Ward found for third order sequences is shown to be one of a family of equations, and it is also shown that similar equations hold for sequences of any order.
Whereas Chapters III and IV would seem to exhaust the possibilities of the problems considered, Chapter V is only the introduction to some extremely recondite questions. The author will consider these further in another paper.
II. The isomorphism 2. Consider a linear recurrence of &th order II. Scalar product:
t(vn) = (lvn), any rational integer.
In addition an operator x is defined :
III. x(vn) = (vn+i). These three operations may be combined to yield a ring R(x) of polynomial operators on the sequences, under which the sequences satisfying (2.1) are closed. This ring is easily shown to be associative, commutative, and distributive.
The characteristic polynomial of the recurrence (2.1), f(x) =xk -aiXk-1 -• • • -a,,, has the property that
[September for all sequences {vn) satisfying (2.1). We may set up an isomorphism between the sequences satisfying (2.1) and the ring R{x) by the correspondences: Primary isomorphism :
where (w") is the sequence defined by wn = wi= ■ ■ ■ = w*_2 = 0, w*_i = l, which shall be called the unit sequence. It is a simple matter to verify that (2.3) actually defines a one-to-one correspondence between the sequences satisfying (2.1) and the ring R{x) of polynomials modulo /(at). In fact
for any sequence {v"). This polynomial V{x) is the (unique) polynomial of degree less than k in the residue class modulo f{x) corresponding to (z>") by the isomorphism (2.3). We note in passing that the sequence {vn) is integral if and only if the coefficients of the corresponding canonical polynomial V{x) are integral.
It is sometimes convenient to use a secondary form of the isomorphism in considering single terms of the sequence {v").
Secondary isomorphism :
The secondary isomorphism is simply a correspondence between an element h{x) of the ring R{x) and the coefficient of x*_1 in the canonical representative of the residue class h{x) modulo/(x). The relations of (2.5) are justified by the definition III of the operator x and by (2.4).
3. If /(at) is reducible, then R{x) contains zero divisors, and if /(at) has multiple factors, then R{x) contains nilpotent elements. Hence the theory of fields may not be applied to R{x) although a number of theorems on fields hold true. Again, R{x) is not in general a maximal order, and the arithmetic of algebras is not directly applicable to the arithmetic of R{x). But we may apply many theorems on algebraic number fields to R{x) without reproving them because of the following theorem : Similarly for the spur (or trace)
It is easily verified that the norm of the unit sequence is unity and that its trace is k. A classical result of interest here is the following:
Theorem of Kronecker. A necessary and sufficient condition that (vn) satisfy a recurrence of lower order than (2.1) is that N(vn) =0.
Hence, with respect to the recurrence of lowest order which (vn) satisfies, N(vn)*0.
Another rational integer associated with a sequence (o") is its container. For some purposes this is more useful than the norm.
Definition.
If (vn)^g(x) then the container of (vn) is the least positive rational integer which g(x) divides.
Since the rational integers which g(x) divides form a modulus, they are all multiples of the container. There is a very close relationship between the container and the norm given by the following theorem : then the least t is said to be the period* of (un) modulo m and the least m0 (4.2) {x** -l)g(x) = 0 (modd p>, Fi(x)),
where (u-")<=*g(x), and
the hi{x) being irreducible and distinct modulo p.* Theorem 4.1. The partial period n of (un)^g{x) modulo p' is the exponent to which x belongs modulo the ideal A,-of all y satisfying yg{x) =0 (modd p',
Fi{x)).
This theorem and its proof are obvious, but it seems desirable to emphasize from the start the relation of periods to ideal theory.
As we shall confine our attention to a single component Fi(x), the subscript i will be omitted hereafter. Moreover we may whenever desirable restrict ourselves to ordinary sequences for which g{x)f£0 (modd p, F{x)). If («") is not ordinary, then g{x)=p"k{x) (modd p'\ F (at)), where (vn)*±k(x) is ordinary, and the period of («») modulo p> is the period of (vn) modulo p>~'.
If X is the exponent to which at belongs modulo p, h{x),] that is, the least solution of (4.4) x* sa 1 (modd p, h{x)), and if r is determined by (4.5) pr~l < e S pr, then v = pr\ is the principal period of (2.1) modulo p (Ward [11] , Theorem 10.4). The principal period (by definition the period of the unit sequence) modulo p is a fortiori a period of any sequence modulo p. But no writer has considered the possibility that a sequence may have a period which is a proper divisor of v. This can indeed happen and we shall later see that such periods appear in period patterns in a special role. Since p'-1v = pr+'~l\ is a general period modulo p> (Engstrom [3] , p. 217), it is sufficient to show that the period of an ordinary (un) is a multiple of X.
If the ideal A¡ of Theorem 4.1 is the unit ideal, then g(x) =0 (p', F(x)) and («") is not ordinary. Otherwise, since A, contains the primary ideal [p'\ F(x) ], A,-must be contained in the prime ideal [p, h(x)]. Hence we must have (4.6) xT m 1 (modd p, h(x)), and r is a multiple of X. Now v may be the principal period not only modulo p, but also modulo p", where the greatest a will be called the defect* Again, for a particular sequence (un)t±g(x), v may be a period not only modulo p" but also modulo pa+", where p is called the initial defect as it depends on the initial values. The values of p and a determine all periods which are multiples of v as given in the following: Theorem 4.3. If p"¿¿2, and visa period of («") modulo pp+', then the period of (un) modulo p' for j >p+a is p'-f-'v; when p' = 2, if 2v is a period modulo exactly 2s, then the period of (w") modulo 2' is 2'-'+1forj >s.
For the method of proof see Ward [11 ] , pp. 619-620. The statement of his Theorem 11.1 is inaccurate as it does not consider the possibility of periods which are proper divisors of v. Note that v is not said to be the period of (w") modulo pp+" but merely one of the periods. Examples can be given in which the period of (un) modulo pp+" is a proper divisor of v. Example. un+z = 3u"+i -un with w0 = l, «i = 2, w2 = 4. Here v = 6 is a period of (w") modulo 3 but not modulo 9. The period of (un) modulo 3 is, however, 2. 5. From Theorem 4.2 the periods of (un) modulo p> are among the numbers X, p\, p^K, ■ ■ ■ . Let pil° be the highest power of p for which pl~\ is a period of («"). Then the period of (un) modulo p' is p*\, where / is the least number for which j(i) ^j. And from Theorem 4.3 the period pattern of (m") is completely determined given j(0), ■ ■ ■ ,j(r). We may represent a period pattern graphically if, in the cartesian plane, we plot the points (i, j(i)) and connect successive points with straight lines. The resulting graph will be called the period path of («").
In congruences (modd p', F(x)), the partial container plays the role of the container in R(x). The partial container is zero or the least positive rational * Ward [ll] , p. 622, gives some information which shows that the defect can be greater than unity only in certain rare cases. The determination of the defect is the generalization of the (unsolved) problem of the Fermât quotients (ap~l-l)/p. number which g(at) divides modulo p> p(. •';. Evidently the partial container must be ph, with 5i :£ 8 if ps is the highest power of p dividing the container of g{x). It may be shown without difficulty that the exponent Si is the same whatever the value of /.
Theorem 5.1. If pih is the partial container ofxph* -l (modd p>, F{x)) then />*A is a period of some ordinary {vn) modulo p6h, but of no ordinary (»") modulo p' for j >8h.
Let h(x){xphx-l)=p^ (modd p\ F{x)). If A(x)=0 (p, F{x)), then h{x)=pk{x) (modd P', F{x)) and k{x){xphx-l) ^p1*-1 {p'-1, F{x)) and />«* is not the partial container of atp*x -1 contrary to the assumption. Hence h{x)?é0 {p, F{x)) and (z>")<^A(x) is ordinary. Moreover ph\ is a period of {vn) modulo pSh since h{x){xph'K -\)=Q {pSh, F{x)). Suppose that />*X is a period of some («n)<=>g(x) modulo pSh+1. Then g(x)(xp'x-l) =0 {pSh+1, F(x)) and so g{x)h{x){xp^-l) =0 (/>**+1, F(x)) or g(x)ps"=0 {p^+l, F{x)), whence g{x) =0 {p, F{x)) and («") is not ordinary.
If f{x) has a root of unity among its roots, the container of some at" -1 is zero and this theorem is without content in the form here given. In §6 it will be shown in what way the theory may be modified to cover this case.
The complete set of (ordinary) period paths modulus 3 ' belonging to the recurrence Here, as/(x) = (x+l)4 (mod 3), we have X = 2, r = 2, and f = 18. Theorem 4.3
shows that the period paths to the right of the line whose abscissa r corresponds to v, are straight lines of inclination ir/4. The period polygon (dotted in the following figure) is defined as that polygon bounded on the left by the line x = 0, on the right by x = r, above by the line segments passing through the points {i, 5,) in order, and below by the segments joining (0, 0), (r-1, 0), and (r, o). Theorems 4.3 and 5.1 dispose of all period paths except those parts of ordinary period paths lying within the period polygon.
Principle of addition of paths. If the path of g(x) passes through (i, jt) and the path of k(x) passes through (i, j2), then the path of g(x) +k(x) passes through (i, j'), where j' = min (ji, j2) when i ¿¿j2 and j'è/i when ji =j2.
. Yoxji =j2 the proof is obvious.
All A (x) which satisfy A (x)(xpi* -1) =0 (p', F(x)) form an ideal A,-,,-. The path of an element belonging to Ai,,-will pass through or above (i, j). The path of (u") shows clearly to which Aij g(x) belongs and to which it does not
belong.
An ideal is said to be ordinary if it contains an ordinary element.
Inclusion principle. If A is an ordinary ideal and is not included in the ideal B, then A contains an ordinary element which is not contained in B.
Proof. Choose an ordinary h(x) from A. If h(x) is in B, then we choose a k(x) from A which is not in B. If k(x) is ordinary, it satisfies our requirements. If k(x) is not ordinary, then h(x) +k(x) is ordinary and is in A but not in B.
Since the period of (m") modulo p'+1 is a multiple of the period modulo p', any period path must remain horizontal or go upward as we move to the right. We shall find further properties of the paths and give some existence theorems.
Theorem 5.2. There is an ordinary path passing through an arbitrary point of the period polygon.
The lower boundary of the period polygon is the period path of the unit sequence. By Theorem 5.1 there is an ordinary path through an arbitrary point of the upper boundary. Note that as in the example of (5.1) the upper boundary is not necessarily a period path itself. If a point is s units above the lower boundary, then (w")<=^s passes through this point, and if we add this to the ordinary path passing through the point on the upper boundary immediately above it, we find an ordinary path passing through this point.
Corollary.
v4,-,,+1 is properly contained in Ai:j.
By actual calculation Aixl=[p, h{x)e~p<] for i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , r-1. Also p'~1h{x)e~p' is in Aij but not in Aí-i,¡; hence 4<_i,í is properly included in Ai,j. Using these simple facts, the principle of inclusion, and the principle of addition of paths, we may prove the existence of a variety of paths.
Theorem 5.3. There is an ordinary path through the following points of the period polygon: (a) (* -l,j), {i,j), and (i + i,j) provided that the last is not on the right boundary ; (b) {i -1, j -1), {i, j), and {i + l, j) if all are interior points ; (c) {i -\,j), {i,j), and (¿ + 1,/+1) if all areinterior points, (d) There is a path going up from every point on the lower boundary, (e) There is a horizontal path to the right from every point on the left or upper boundary, (f) There is an upward path from every point on the left boundary except possibly at the upper corner. (g) There is a path coming from below to every point on the right boundary, with one possible exception when p" = 2, and [p, h{x) ]= [2, x+1 ] .
The method of proof is the same in all cases, and only (g) will be proved here. Let the ordinary path {vn) through {r, 8r) pass through (r-1, l). The unit sequence is ordinary and passes through (r -1, 0) and {r, a). If (w")<=^>,~", (<r</gSr), then {u"+vn) is ordinary and passes through {r, j) and through (r -1,/ -c) iîj -ç<t, through {r-\,t)iij -a>t. Hence there is an exception only iij -a = ta.nd {un+vn) passes through (r -1,/) and (r,/), that is, (r-1, t+a) and (r, t+cr). If a >1, then (w")<=±£'+<r_1 passes through (r -1, t + a -\) and (r, / + 2o--1); whence {un+vn+wn) passes through (r-1, l+a -1) and (r-1, t+a). If a = \, it may happen that {un+v"+wn) passes through (r -1, t+a -1) and (r, s) with 5 >t+a = t+l. We now have an ordinary path (yn)+±y(x) through (r -1, / + 1) and (r, 2 + 1) and another (zn)<=±z(x) through (r -1, t) and (r, s) with 5 >t+\ and no path to (r, t+\) from below. (yn+z") passes through (r -1, /) and (r, t + 1) but may not be ordinary. If it is not ordinary, take c^O, 1 (p, h(x)); then the path of y(x) +cz(x) is ordinary and passes through (r -1, /) and (r, / +1) as we wished. It is impossible to find such a c only if [p, h(x) ] = [2, x+l ] . In this case there may be an exception.
Example. If F(x) =x2+2x+5, p = 2, there is no ordinary path from below to (1, 3). 6 . When f(x) has one of its roots a root of unity, Theorem 5.1 may be without content, but all period paths may nevertheless be predicted by a finite process if we modify of the theory as in the following example:
Here f(x)=xi+x3-3x2+4x-2 = (x2-x+l)(x2+2x-2), and if we take p = 3, then X = 2 and v = 18.
(x2 -l)(5a;3 + 9x2 -6x + 17) = -9, (6.2) (a;6 -l)(x2 + 2x -2) = 0,
Hence 2 may be a period modulo 1, 3, or 9, but 6 may be a period modulo 3* for any i. Let (uv)^±g(x) be any sequence satisfying (6.1). Then we may write g(x) =gi(x)(x2+2x -2)+g2(x), where g2(x) =ax+b. If («") does not satisfy a recurrence of order lower than (6.1), then by the Theorem of Kronecker, g2(x) may not vanish since N [gi(x) (x2 -2x -2) ] = 0.
Let g2(x) = 3'gz(x), where g3(x) ^ 0 (mod 3). Then (x6 -l)g(x)
= 3{(x6 -l)gz(x) or (x6 -l)g(x) = 3l(x2 -x + l)(x4 + x3 -x -l)gz(x) (mod (x2 -x + \)(x2 + 2x -2)). Hence we may reduce (x4+x3 -x-i)g3(x) modulo ^2+2x -2, that is, to ( -llx + 7)gz(x), and as the partial container of -11a;-f 7 (modd 3', a;2 + 2a; -2) is 3, we find that (x6 -l)g(x) is divisible either by 3* or 3i+1. Similarly the partial container of (a;18-l)/(a;2 -a;+l) (modd 3', a2 + 2a; -2) is 9. We may summarize these results by saying that 2 is a period modulo 1, 3, or 9 ; 6 is a period modulo 3 * or 3i+1 ; and 18 is a period modulo 3m or 3i+2. For periods greater than 18, we may apply Theorem 4.3. The methods used in this example are perfectly general and may be applied to any case in which the characteristic has roots of unity. Theorem 6.1. If the greatest common divisor of xph* -1 and F(x) is r(x), then ph\ is a period of (un)+±g(x) modulo p', (i^t^i+ 5h), whereg(x) =p%(x) (modd p', F(x)/r(x)) and />** is the partial container of (xpH -l)/r(x) (modd p', F(x)/r(x)).
7. If p' = 2, we have not only the possibility of an exception to Theorem 5.3, but Theorem 4.3 is applicable only to periods greater than 2v. Closer study of this case yields some interesting results.
In this case we will have
where M{x) ^0 (2, F{x)). By direct calculation we obtain
If g{x)M{x)[M{x) + l]=2'S{x) {2>, F{x)), then 2v is a period of (w")<=>g(x) modulo 2t+2. But of the two quantities M{x), M(x) + 1, one or the other must be relatively prime to the modulus. Suppose M{x) +1 is relatively prime to the modulus. Then g{x)M{x)=2'S{x)/{M{x) + l) =2'Si{x) {2>, F{x)), and from (7.1) g(x){x"-l)=2H1Si{x) (2', F{x)), whence v is a period of («") modulo 2,+1. In this case the period paths to the right of x = r (corresponding to period v) are straight lines of inclination 7r/4, that is, Theorem 4.3 may be applied for all periods greater than v, as in the case of paths when p°¿¿2.
Suppose, on the other hand, that M{x) +1 is not relatively prime to the modulus. In this case M{x) is relatively prime and its partial container is 1. Hence from (7.1) every ordinary period path goes through (r, 1). Let M{x) + \=2'T{x), T(x)^0 (2, F{x)), and let 2X be the partial container of T{x) (modd 2', F{x)). Then it is easily shown by previous methods that there are ordinary paths passing through (r + 1, i) with 2 + k = í = 2 + k+\. An example of this is given by F (x) = at4+3x2+4x -3. Here v = 6, (7.3) x6 -1 = 2(-2x3 + 6x2 + 6x -5) = 2M(x).
Here M(xJ + l =2T{x), where the partial container of T{x) is 2. The graph of the period paths has a curious "elbow" in it.
IV. Numerics and null sequences 8 . The numeric of a sequence (w") modulo m is the least integer n{m) for which Un+r^Un (mod m), n^n{m), where r is the period of (w") modulo m.
The null index (if it exists) of a sequence (w") modulo m is the least integer «i(w) for which w" = 0 (mod m), n = m{m) and is of course also the numeric. Theorem 4.1 of Ward [11 ] shows that the existence of a sequence with a prescribed numeric implies the existence of another sequence with the same null index. This theorem may be extended to include a prescribed set of numerics for a finite number of moduli. Let/(x) =F{x)G{x) (mod p'), where F{x) =xe (mod p) and G{x) ^0 {p, x). This is the Schönemann decomposition of /(at) with the factors F2{x) ■ • • Fr{x) combined into the single term G(x). The congruence for the numeric of (un) modulo p' is (8.1) xng(x) m 0 (modd p', F(x)). Theorem 8.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that (u")^g(x) be null modulo p> is that g(x) =0 (modd p', G(x)).
This theorem is given in Ward [11 ] , pp. 613-614.
Let us call a sequence p-adically null if it is null modulo p' for ally. Theorem 8.2. If p* is the highest power of p dividing the container of (un)^g(x), then (un) cannot be null modulo p'for j > 5 unless G(x) =i,in which case \u") is p-adically null.
Let g(x)h(x)=psr (mod f(x)) where r^O (mod p). Then a fortiori g(x)h(x)=psr
(modd p>, G(x)) and hence g(x)?âQ (p', G(x)) for y >5 unless G(x) = 1, in which case g(x) =0 (modd p>, G(x)) for allj.
A less precise but more striking way of stating the same theorem is the following :
) is the recurrence of lowest order which (un) satisfies, then (un) is p-adically null if and only if p divides all of aiy • • • , ak.
It is possible to graph numeric paths of sequences in a way similar to that in which period paths were graphed. If m is a numeric of (un) modulo p> but not modulo p'+l, we plot the point (n,j). The broken line joining these points for m = 0, 1, 2, • • • is the numeric path of (u"). There is an analogue to Theorem 5.1 for numeric paths, but not to Theorem 4.3. We note that a sequence is ordinary [g(x)fé0 (p, F(x))] if it is not purely periodic modulo p. Theorem 8.4. The numeric path of the unit sequence is the lower boundary of all numeric paths, and the segments joining the points (i, 5,), where pSi is the partial container of x' modulo p', F(x),form the upper boundary of ordinary numeric paths.
The proof is straightforward and parallels that of Theorem 5.1. The portion of the plane included between the lower and upper boundaries of ordinary numeric paths will be called the numeric sector. Theorem 8.5. Let F(x) =a;e + 6ia;e-1 + • • ■ +be, and let pai be the highest power of p dividing bt. If we define a=a,/j = min («i, a2/2, ■ ■ ■ , ote/e), then a point on the lower boundary of the numeric sector is either on or within a distance eca below the ray through the origin whose slope is a. If ß=ßj/j = min (a,-i, (ae_2+ae)/2, ■ ■ ■ , (e -i)a,/e), then any point on the upper boundary is either on or within a distance eß,-above the ray through the origin whose slope is ae-ß.
We may define a commutative algebra 2í(a;) over the field of all algebraic numbers by taking 1, x, ■ ■ • , xe~x as basis elements and putting F(x) =0. The element y = p~yx is integral in the sense of Deuring [2] (p. 68) if y is a rational number less than or equal to a, but not for any y greater than a. Hence z = p-^x* = y* satisfies an equation (8.2) z' + ciz'-l+ ■ ■ • +c, « 0 of degree not greater than e, where the c's are rational since z is a rational function of x, and are integral since z is an integral element of 21 (x). Not all c's are divisible by p, for if they were, then p~llsz would be an integral element of 21(x) and so also would be some p~yx with y >a. If («") is the unit sequence satisfying a recurrence of characteristic F(x), then by the secondary isomorphism (2.5) (8.3) xni+p-^uni+l>.
Hence since paiz = xi, we may write tegral and a^(e -l)a,-. As this relation holds for p=0, • ■ ■ , i-1, we have xni+"=0 (pnai~'). Hence the lower boundary passes through or above the points (ni + p, noti -a), and as p<i, a<(e-l)a,-, these points are not more than ecci below the ray through the origin with slope a=a,/i. On the other hand, no point of the lower boundary can lie above this ray, for if a;"=0 (p>) withj >na, then p~'xn is an integral element of 2l(a;) and so also is (p~'xn)lln or p~''"x. But p"*x cannot be an integral element of 2I(a;) with y >a.
From Theorem 8.4 to determine the upper boundary it is necessary only to find the partial container of a;" (modd p', F(x)). We have (8.6) a^a;«-1 + bix*-2 + ■ ■ • + 6,_,) = -be = pa'b where p\b. We may write this (8.7) xw = p°"b.
Hence if wn = pKw with p\w, then pna°-K is the partial container of xn. It remains to find the greatest power of p dividing wn. But w = be/x satisfies the rank equation (8.8) w' + be-iwe~1+ ■ ■ ■ + bT2biiv + bT~X = 0.
Reasoning for wn from this equation as for x" from F{x) =0, we find that wn = 0 (mod p"fi-c), where O^a^eß,-.
Hence the partial container of xn is pna-nß+*_ j^jg shows that a point on the upper boundary of the numeric sector is either on or within eßj units above the ray through the origin with slope <xe -ß. This completes the proof of the theorem, which incidentally justifies the use of the term "sector" for the portion of the plane containing ordinary numeric paths.
9. We now calculate the numeric paths. Theorem 9.1. If ps is the partial container of («n)<r>g(x) modulo p', F{x), then the numeric of (w") modulo pi is at least as great as the numeric of the unit sequence modulo p*~5.
Corollary.
The numeric path of {un) remains within a distance 8 above the lower boundary of the numeric sector.
Proof. If « is the numeric of {u") modulo p\ then by (8.1) (9.1)
x"g(x) = 0 (modd p\ F{x)), and if g{x)h(x) =ps (modd p\ F(x)), then multiplying (9.1) by h{x) we obtain (9.2) x"ps = 0 (modd p\ F{x)), whence x"=0 (modd p'~s, F{x)) and « must be at least as great as the numeric of the unit sequence modulo pl~h, which is the least solution of this congruence.
In consequence of (9.1) we consider the coefficients of
which for p fixed, by a previous argument, satisfy recurrence (8.5). As before, the denominators cannot exceed peai. The coefficients of (9.4) xni+i'/pnai cannot for any single value of « all be divisible by p, since then the path of the unit sequence would come above the ray through the origin with slope a. Similarly, by the corollary to Theorem 9.1 the coefficients of (9.3) cannot for a single value of « all be divisible by pd+1. Hence to determine the numeric path of (w"), we need only know the values of the coefficients of (9.3) modulo p*. But this is equivalent to knowing the values of the coefficients of peai[xni+',g{x)]/pnai modulo peai+s and these are sequences of integers satisfying (8.5). We are thus reduced to a finite problem, since the numeric and period of a sequence modulo pea<+i are finite. But in general 5 is not bounded for the set of all ordinary sequences satisfying the recurrence. 10. The following properties of period paths may easily be verified to hold for numeric paths :
(a) As we move to the right, the path never moves downward.
(b) Every non-ordinary numeric path is an upward translation of an ordinary path.
(c) The sum path of two paths passes through the lower of the two and through or above points of intersection.
(d) The elements corresponding to paths passing through or above a point («,/) form an ideal B":j.
Using these properties and Theorem 8.4, we easily deduce the following theorem :
Theorem 10.1. Through an arbitrary point of the numeric sector there is an ordinary path.
There is no analogue to Theorem 4.3 for numeric paths, but there is an important relation of another sort. Theorem 10.2. If any finite section at the beginning of a numeric path is cut°f if> the remainder is a translation of an entire ordinary numeric path.
Suppose the numeric path of («") *^g{x) passes through the point («, j).
We have (10.1) x"g{x) = p'h{x), where h{x) ^0 (mod p). The section of the numeric path of («") beyond («,/) is the numeric path of {vn)^h{x). For if One consequence of this theorem is that no small section of a numeric path can have peculiarities not exhibited by a path in the neighborhood of the origin. For example, no path may at any point rise more rapidly than the first segments of the upper boundary or more slowly than the first segments of the lower boundary. The existence of a variety of path structures may be deduced from these two fundamental theorems by adding appropriate paths.
11. In one particular instance we may by a finite process predict all numeric paths. By Theorem 8.5 and the corollary to Theorem 9.1 there will certainly be infinitely many numeric paths when the upper ray is distinct from the lower ray. But when these coalesce there are only a finite number of paths.
This happens only when a+ß = ae. But a :£ ae/e and ß^(e-l)ae/e. Hence we must have a = a,/e and ß = (e -i)ae/e. We'may take z = x'/pa> and we find that N(z) = (be)'/p""féO (p). Hence in the recurrence (8.5) c.yáQ (p) and the (o") sequences are purely periodic modulo p'. Consequently the lower boundary of the numeric sector must touch the ray infinitely often. If it passes through a point (n,j) on the ray,
. But (je+\)/ne >a and this would mean that the lower path goes above the ray. Hence A(a;) ^0 (p, x) and the partial container of xn must be p', and the upper boundary must also pass through (n,j). Similarly the lower boundary must pass through every point on the ray through which the upper boundary passes. The boundaries form a series of sausage-like loops about the ray. Let (r, i) be a point on the numeric path of (un)*=*g(x). Then
where t(x)^0 (p, F(x)). Multiplying (11.1) by xrg(x) we obtain
and here /(a;)A(a;)^0 (p, F(x)) since h(x) is relatively prime to the modulus and t(x) ¿¿O (p, F(x)). Hence (n+r,j+i) is on the numeric path of (u") and similarly (2m+r, 2j+i) and so on. Consequently the entire path structure is given by that in the first loop.
12, In the study of both period and numeric patterns, it has been shown that the pattern of (w")<=>g(x) depends on which ideals of the Ai,,-(or Bn,¡) contain g(x) and which do not. These are a subset of the primary ideals contained in a single prime ideal [p, h(x)]. Hence the following equivalence criterion is of interest : Theorem 12.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that elements y and z of R(x) belong to the same primary ideals contained in [p, h(x) ] is that they have the same partial container ps (modd p', F(x)) and that V. Cycles and residual groups 13. The residues of a sequence («,) modulo m consist of a numeric section, Mo, «i, -• ■ , m"0_i, where «0 is the numeric modulo m, and a periodic section m"0, • • • . The periodic section consists of infinitely many repetitions of the cycle un", ■ ■ ■ , w"0+T_i, where t is the period modulo m. Any set of t consecutive terms from the periodic section will be called a cycle. Each cycle is a cyclic permutation of any other. For most purposes it is convenient not to consider these cycles as distinct, and in this sense a sequence («") has but one cycle modulo m. Whenever it is important to distinguish these, we shall call any particular one of them an ordered cycle. For the rest of the terminology used in this section, see Ward [12] .
Here we shall restrict ourselves to the case in which the modulus is a prime p. If p\ak-r, p\ak^r-i, ■ ■ ■ , p\ak, then the numeric section is included in Mo, • • ■ , Mr_i and these terms, being initial values, are arbitrary.
Hence, without loss of generality, (m") may be supposed purely periodic, as the periodic section is independent of the numeric section. In addition, as the Theo-rem of Kronecker holds true modulo p, with respect to the recurrence of lowest order which («") satisfies modulo p, p is not a divisor of N(un). Hence (Ward [11] , p. 604) the period of (u") modulo p is the principal period.
In this section we shall always use the secondary isomorphism
and a cycle will correspond to the elements xng(x), (n = 0, ■ ■ ■ , r -1).
Theorem 13.1. The elements corresponding to a cycle of (un) form a coset of the cyclic group \x\ in the group of residues relatively prime to the modulus p,f(x).
Proof. The elements relatively prime to the modulus p, f(x) form an abelian multiplicative group. As we are assuming (un) to be purely periodic, p\ak and the element x is in this group, and so the cyclic group {a;} is also in this group. As p\N(un), g(x) is relatively prime to the modulus. xT = i (modd p, f(x)) is the congruence for the (principal) period modulo p. Hence {x} consists of the elements 1, x, ■ ■ ■ , xT~l, and the elements g(x), xg(x), • ■ ■ , xr~1g(x) form a coset of this subgroup.
As a finite abelian group, the residues relatively prime to p, f(x) are characterized completely by the generators and order invariants of the group. By a slight modification of the methods used in T. Takenouchi [10] these may be found explicitly. A knowledge of the generators and invariants will be presupposed here. Except when f(x) has factors modulo p of high multiplicity they are very simple. In studying cycles and the distribution of residues therein, we shall use not only the group G of residues prime to p,f(x) (Theorem 13.1) and auxiliary recurrences (Theorem 13.2) but also theorems on the existence of sequences with zeros in prescribed positions, of which the two following are typical. These are k -1 linear homogeneous congruences in k variables, and so there must exist a solution in which not all the c's vanish, and in turn (m") does not vanish identically. To know the exact number of solutions, we must know the rank of the w-matrix involved, and in general this is not known.
The following notation and terminology are almost exactly those of Ward
[12], p. 170:
T=period ; p = reduced period ; e = exponent to which basic multiplier m belongs mod p; (p{f) = number of residues prime to p, /(at) ; k = number of blocks.
x" = m{p,f{x)); Proof. In an unordered cycle there are as many pairs of zeros differing in position by a as there are ordered cycles made from it with zeros un and un+a, n fixed. In the block there will be p -1 times as many pairs of zeros differing in position by a as there are in a representative reduced cycle. Hence we must find the number of solutions of (13.6) un = un+a = 0 (mod p) not vanishing identically and then divide by p -\. If we write (m") = (coWn+ ■ ■ ■ +ck-1wn+k-i), where {w") is the unit sequence, then the number of solutions of (13.6) will depend on the rank of the matrix
The rank of this matrix is two. It cannot be zero, for k consecutive terms of the unit sequence may not vanish. It cannot be one, for then the two rows would be proportional and a would be a multiple of the reduced period. Hence (13.6) has pk~2 solutions, of which one vanishes identically.
We are now in a position to prove the very interesting theorem : Now as 5 is a divisor of p -1 this congruence must have 5 rational solutions, namely those of z* = 1 (mod p). But since f(x) is irreducible, the residues modd p, f(x) form a Galois field and no equation can have more solutions than its degree. Hence all the possible values of z in (13.11) must be rational and we have (13.12) xw = rational (modd p, f(x)) ; whence w must be a multiple of ¡x. But as w is also a divisor of p., we must have (13.13) w = p., e = r = (t, p -1), and the lemma is proved. From the properties of the group of residues modulo p,f(x) we may find a primitive root y (modd p,f(x)) such that (13.14) y* m x (modd p, f(x)).
The period of y is pk -1 and by application of Lemma 1 to y-cycles (Theorem 13.2) the reduced y-period is p,K = (pk -l)/(p -l). There is but one y-cycle * In this theorem it is tacitly assumed that the recurrence is at least of third order. There can be no zeros in a cycle of a first order recurrence. In a second order sequence there is only one reduced cycle which contains any zeros, and this contains only one zero. A partial criterion for the appearance of a multiple of p in a second order sequence was given in Ward [13] and a complete criterion in Hall [5] .
and the x-cycles, cosets of {x} in G are obtained by starting from any term of the y-cycle and taking every Ktth term after that. The reduced x-cycles form the terms yn't+i] where « = 0,1, • • • , p-\, and different (ordered) reduced cycles will correspond to different values of i. Lemma 2. Two reduced x-cycles corresponding to i\ and i2 will belong to the same block if and only if ix = i2 (mod k).
The number of blocks is k, and hence it is sufficient to show that multiplying a reduced x-cycle by y" takes it into another reduced cycle of the same block. From (13.9) and (13.13) In any cycle, two terms which differ in position by a multiple of the reduced period are both zeros or neither. Applying this to the y-cycle, as « = 0, 1, • • • , p -1, ntd + i and nn + i take on the same residues modulo pK and hence must contain the same number of zeros.
From Lemma 3, £>,-is the number of zeros in the terms ynK+\ (« = 0, • • -, p -l). From Lemma 2 we shall have enumerated one cycle from each block if we take i =0,1, • ■ -, k-1. Together all these terms form a single reduced ycycle. By Theorem 13.4 in this reduced y-cycle there will be {pk~2 -\)/{p -\) pairs of zeros differing by a in position for every a from 1 to pu -1. Two zeros belong to the same x-cycle if and only if they differ in position in the y-cycle by a multiple of k. Among the differences 1, • • • , pu -1 there are p -1 multiples of k. Hence (p -\)(pk~2-\)/(p -1) differences arise from pairs of zeros in the same x-cycle. But from the cycle of the ¿th block there are bi(bi -1) differences. The second of equations (13.8) arises from equating the two methods of enumerating these differences. Two zeros of the y-cycle differing in position by a number congruent to r modulo k, will be in blocks i and i+r. Enumerating these differences we obtain the final equations of (13.8). The first of equations (13.8) states merely that there are a total of (pk~1 -l)/(p -l) zeros in the reduced y-cycle or pk~l -1 zeros in the complete y-cycle. Or in other words, there are pk~l -\ residues modulo p, f(x) whose leading coefficient vanishes, excluding the residue zero.
If we consider the third order recurrence In both these instances there are sequences satisfying the recurrence which contain no multiples of p, namely those belonging to the block whose b = 0. It is interesting to ask if there must be zeros in every cycle if the reduced period is large enough. This is answered by the following theorem : Theorem 13.6. A sequence will contain multiples of a prime p if f(x) is irreducible modulo p and p >pkl2. This theorem is proved by obtaining p<pk'2 as a consequence of the assumption that some b = 0. Suppose that one of the b's is zero. We observe that if the sum of a fixed number of real numbers is fixed, then the sum of their squares is a minimum when all are equal. Hence whence certainly p is less than pkl2.
